KU WBP Audition Excerpts FALL 2017 for Trumpet INSTRUMENT

ALL #1
mm. 57 to mm. 67
Piece/movement Grainger Molly

ALL #2
mm. 147 to mm. 163
Piece/movement Grainger Molly

ALL #3
mm. 124 to mm. 132
Piece/movement Walczyk Glory

ADVANCED #4
mm. 128 to mm. End
Piece/movement Walczyk Glory

ADVANCED #5
mm. 1 to mm. Letter A
Piece/movement Hasa MF Prague
164 unveiled, broadly $d = 69$

176 with spirit $d = 76$

To open 5

Fine
IV. Toccata and Chorale

1st B♭ Trumpet/Cornet

Vivace \( \frac{1}{2} = 120 \)

St. mute

Solo

A 17

B 7

C 11

(Solo)

(Cl.) (Obs., Bns.) (Tbns.)

mf

mf

f
dim. poco a poco (mp)

Tutti, unis.

E 10

(F)

(Low Wws.) (+Saxes, Hns.)